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Dear David, 

In the fumble created by my physical impairments I' ve mislaid your letter but I 

recall that you wanted my opinion of lore's book. I’ve read about a quarter of it and 
mtj stomach ought not be abused by any more of it on any day. It is not merely that I 

am a slow reader. I have been annotating it as I gojt. and there is much to annotate! 

vfere I to describe it as bullshit I'd be praising it because there is a use to 

which bullshit can be put. It is a thoroughly dishonest egotrip by an arrogant, self- 

important man who has to have some ulterior purpose. I think more than mere self- 

promotion. he is also a laj'ir, rather regularly, iuid withall this book is also silly and 

stupid. Yet he calls it the one "definitive" book! Without reference to any of the 

many records disclosed and to his knowledge disclosed in the past 15 years or to those 

notn published by the Commission but available since 1966. beginning then. I checked his 

footnotes forq different reason, to which I’ll come, and saw not a single reference to a 

single docuxaent from either repository. & I think I told you, I have about a third of 

a million pages and they are available to anyone. Do this also is anything but a scholarly 

book, bdnides being utterly incompetent. 

He employs a trick throughout that some of his ilk, beginning with Charles Roberts, 

oversued, ue refers to all critics but sites a single one of his selection, b/t referring 

to all, even though all do not agree on what he has cited. Through the first quarter 

he did not cite any of my books and when I just ^abored thro^uh his corrupt and fabricated 

reconstruction of the alleged Oswald flight/ Vhich in my first book, which he has, I went 

into at some length and added more later. It not only became clear why -_he also exposed 

himself and his wild imaginings and his corruption and dishonesty. 

, as I was thumbing through the pages of each chapter to checkTSfliotes, which 

in themselves are a story, 3f noted two snide cracks about me - both plagiarized. That I 

allegedly believed nothing in the Warren Aeport other thiTn the feotwbtes comes from 

another plagiarist, Professor ■uurtz. and tiat I am only a "maryland poultjy farmer" comes 

from that expert cribber and egosit ‘hirk Dane. - 

-By the way, when I got disgusted with both non-fiction in wliich the line was pre- 

ordained and government research of the same kind, I did become a poultry farmer - and 

officially the best in the country in the only dressed-poultry competition ever held while 

I farmed and the first there ewer was. I was also the National Barbecue /fing and my wife 

was the National Chicken booking Champion (l was dryland’s about a^cl'ozen times) and 

President Eisenhower wrote us how much he enjoyed my wife's recipes and he raised some 

of my rare ducks on his farm. We both declined an invitation to appear at the White 

House and be photographed with liim because we were that much against Nixon, of whom we 

then knew too much. 

If I did not tell you, X was earlier a reporter, syndicated before I was 20, an 

investigative reporter, a Senate investigator and editor and a wartime intelligence 

analyst, a trouble-shooter in an agency of them, the OSS. At least my Senate experience 

is indicated in the introduction of r.iy first book, which he has. and which in his letter 

that I sent you he indicated he prized, although other interpretations are possible. 

I'm tired and I ramble but first I want to explain that this also serves as part of 

a record for archival purposes, for history. Since the reverses ^o my health I've been 

annotating the new books that I get. I Ain't bother with Marrs. in confidence, the pub- 

lisher asked me to skim it and I would not put my name on ;iny manuscript I only skimmed, 

but I did select a chapter while waiting to see if he wanted me to do more and it was 
simply terrible. 
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If my wife were not 7ti and with her own collection of medical probleins I'd dictate 

my comments on these books. That would male them more available but it isn't practical 

for us now. With books that could be expected to have more impact I sat, with my legs yp 

and facing the typewriter while reading the book off to my right. But that is uncomforatble, 

too much so for so silly and stupid a triviality as this flaunting of ignorance and 

personality failures. 

Perhaps unfairly, but I got the impression while checking his few footnotes, none 

for what in some instances is important to what he is saying, that he doesn’t have the 

Warren ommission's 26 volumes. Dr, if he has them, doesn't use them, do usually cites 

books that cite them. Where he doesiipt, since he has established himself as a cribber, 

- have no trouble believing that he cited the Commission for what he read in books* 

4s an additxonal and as a specific measure of his integrity, meaning the lack of 

it, on the last page read and annotated, 53, he cites as a "key" to Oswald's guilt 
the alleged fact that he was about to buy a Dr. iJepper~,1iufl5hich he always drank, but 

got a coke, which he never drank. Some amataur shrinkery! But whatsis his source on 

the Dr. -epper? Only one-^im Bishop. let he wrote me in a letter I foud elsewhere, to which 

I 11 return in 1975, when he was an arrogant kid, that personally Bishop wus not only Hid' 

the level as*4 that his book is "junk". So, what he himself described as junk is his only 

source on his "key" to Oswald's guilt. And leading up to this he has an assortment of 

misrepresentations and pure invesntions. —uwu^nn^pproprititcf word d^nnnaly 

'Dais. 

I had no recollection of him but I wondered! if he'd gotten any of our books. My 

wife handles those records and heKoffice is at the opposite end of the house. So, she 

keeps the files on them and I on my correspondence, after reading at the beginning of his 

book that handwritten me we checked my files and found a folder on him. I'll enclose what 

is in it. if you can take it as a ret lection of hi-‘s character, that snotty—nosed kid 

addressed a man old enough to be his grandfather by his first name. Well, the letter he 

refers to is not in that file or in the file in which I put most of the letters that 

do not indicate there will be further correspondence. We believe it may be in my wife's 

dead j.iles, W:iich are in the basement. If she checks them and any are there I'll enclose 

copies. But at the time of his letters I was already suffering circulatory problems and 

'difficulty filing so they could be misiiled. vI hud the first of those operations 
that year.) 

Moore began practicing an adult signature as a kid, as you'll see. He also tries to 

palm himself ofif as an expert on rifles and shooting and he is grossly ignorant and makes 

numerous mistakes, from ©Lympus yet. Along with the mistakes on this material is overt 

dishonesty. His basic one is ridiculous - that the position of the homes in the alleged 

sniper s nest is vital to the shooting from there. Monsense. The"ISSST"rifle can be moved 

for aiming in any direction. Yet he boats about shifting them laterally a f3.'action of an 

inch, as soon as — saw his emphasis on tiiose boxes, which appear to have been his major 

preoccupation, it was apparent that this was at best a stupid and a bad book and likely 
an egotrip. 

J-n any event, it is probable that when x finish this book I'll be able to answer 

just about any question you nay have about any page^/2 flu a-ivyi. pf cjh-iwj * 

Tor your information, something on which I made only a brief note, nobody in the 

world has ever been able to duplicate the shooting attributed to Oswald, wliich iloore 

says was easy. The Commission got "master" or the very best from the HHA und under much 

better and easier conditions, after that rifle had been overhauled, nodh could do it. 

The FBI didn t even try to but one agent could shoot rabidly from the prone position, the 

best for rifle shooting when 1 was a soldier, und the best performacne of which I know 
was by a Baltimore area 0un expert, working with the White laboratories in a (JDS-TV re- 

construction, Howard Donahue. But he did not duplicate what was attributed to Oswald. 

If I don't read more by the next outgoing- mail I'll send this. 

Best wishes, , 

, V (l i K/ 


